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 .We establish some inequalities for the Bessel functions of the first kind J xn
 .  .and for the modified Bessel functions I x and K x . Some of these results aren n
obtained using the method of Giordano and Laforgia which is based essentially on
the arithmetic]geometric mean inequality. Other results are established as a
consequence of the classical Holder and Gram inequalities. Q 1996 Academic Press,
Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATIONS, AND MAIN RESULTS
 .For the Bessel function of the first kind J x the infinite productn
w xformula 1, p. 370
n 2`zr2 z .
J z s 1 y 1.1 .  .n 2 /G n q 1 j . ks1 n k
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holds, valid for arbitrary z and n / y1, y2, . . . . With j we indicate then k
 .  .k th positive zero of J x . Using 1.1 n times, by the arithmetic]geomet-n
ric mean inequality, Giordano and Laforgia proved the following result:
For k s 1, 2, . . . let j denote the kth positi¨ e zero of the Bessel functionn k
 .J x and letn
1r22 2 2x q x q ??? qx .1 2 n
x s , 0 - x - j , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. 1.2 .i n 1n
Then for n ) y1 we get
n
J x J x ??? J x F J x . 1.3 .  .  .  .  .n 1 n 2 n n n
The following theorem which will be proved in the next section is a further
and sharper result in this direction.
THEOREM 1. Let x and x be defined by
1r22 2 2x q x q ??? qx x q x q ??? qx1 2 n 1 2 n
x s , x s 1.4 .
n n
 .  .respecti¨ ely where, as in 1.2 , x i s 1, 2, . . . , n satisfies the inequalitiesi
 .0 - x - j , j being the first zero of J x . Theni n 1 n 1 n
nn J x J x .  .n i nF 1.5 . x xis1 i
nn J x J x .  .n i nF . 1.6 . x xis1 i
X .A similar result can be also established for the derivative J x sn
 .  .drdx J x .n
We shall take into consideration also the hypergeometric function
 2 .F 1 q m; x r4 defined by0
2 m` xr2 .
t x s m / y1, y2, . . . , 1.7 .  .m 1 q m m! . mms0
where
G 1 q m q m .
1 q m s . . m
G 1 q m .
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 . w xNewmann proved that t x is a log-convex function of x 7 , form
m ) y1r2. Here we shall show that this result is an almost immediate
w xconsequence of the well known Holder's inequality 4, p. 54
1rp 1rq
b b bp q< < < < < <f x g x dx F f x dx g x dx . 1.8 .  .  .  .  .H H H
a a a
w xMoreover the classical inequality 4, p. 285
n
G x G x ??? G x G G x , x ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .1 2 n i
where G denotes the gamma function, is sharpened in the following way:
n
G x q 1 G x q 1 ??? G x q 1 G G x q 1 . .  .  .  .1 2 n
 .2. THE PROOFS OF THE RESULTS FOR J xn
Proof of Theorem 1. We consider the infinite product where 0 - x - ji n 1
 .and x and x are defined by 1.4 . We find
n n2 2 2n x x xi
1 y F 1 y F 1 y 2 2 2 /  /  /j j jis1 n k n k n k
 .and using 1.1 n times, we get
n2nn `x x ??? x 1 x1 2 n
J x F 1 y . nn i n 2 /  /2 jG n q 1 .is1 ks1 n k
 .which, again in view of 1.1 , reduces to
n x x ??? x n1 2 n
J x F J x . .  . n i nnxis1
 .This is equivalent to 1.5 .
 .  .The proof of 1.6 is based on the same arguments. Again from 1.1 we
have
n2nn `x x ??? x 1 x1 2 n
J x F 1 y . nn i n 2 /  /2 jG n q 1 .is1 is1 n k
 .and by 1.1
n x x ??? x n1 2 n
J x F J x .  . n i nnxis1
 .which is equivalent to 1.6 .
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 .  .Remark 2.1. Taking into account 1.1 , inequality 1.3 follows immedi-
 .  .ately from 1.5 . Similarly to 1.6 we deduce the inequality
n
J x J x ??? J x F J x . 2.1 .  .  .  .  .n 1 n 2 n n n
 .  .COROLLARY 2.1. The functions J x and J x rx are log-conca¨ e forn n
n ) y1 and 0 - x - j .n1
 .  .Proof. It is equivalent to show that the functions 1rJ x and xrJ xn n
w xare log-convex. By the Jensen's inequality 4, p. 12 a function f is
log-convex if and only if f ) 0 and
log f x q log f x q ??? qlog f x F n log f x .  .  .  .1 2 n
where
x q x q ??? qx1 2 n
x s , x ) 0.in
 .  .  .  .Clearly by 1.6 and 2.1 the functions 1rJ x and xrJ x are log-convex,n n
 .  .so that J x and J x rx are log-concave.n n
 .Remark 2.2. When n is half an odd integer, the function J x reducesn
to a combination of trigonometric functions with an overall factor xy1r2.
Thus Theorem 1 gives new inequalities for trigonometric functions. These
w xcan be obtained following the lines of the arguments used in 3, p. 142 .
X .We note that analogous inequalities and properties hold also for J xn
w xas a consequence of the infinite product formula 1, p. 370
ny1 2`1r2 z z . .XJ z s 1 y , n ) 0. . n X 2 /2G n . jks1 n k
3. THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
We are concerned in this section with the modified Bessel functions
 .  .  .I x and K x . We start from the function I x defined by the relationm m m
w x7
m
xr2 .
I x s t x , u / y1, y2, . . . , .  .m mG 1 q m .
 .  2 .where t x denotes the hypergeometric function F 1 q m; x r4 definedm 0
 .  .by 1.7 . Newman proved that for m ) y1r2, t x is a strictly log-convexm
function of x. We prove here the following more general result.
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k . .THEOREM 3.1. For m ) y1r2 let t x denote the kth deri¨ ati¨ e withm
 . 0. .  .respect to x of the hypergeometric function t x with t x s t x . Then form m m
k . .k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , t x is strictly log-con¨ex in x.m
 .Proof. For the proof we need the Holder's inequality 1.8 and the
w xintegral representation 7, p. 538
1 x2 uy1.t x s e w u du 3.1 .  .  .Hm
0
where
G 1 q 2m . my1r22w u s u y u 3.2 .  .  .2G 1r2 q m .
w xdenotes the Dirichlet density function, on the interval 0, 1 if m G 1r2 and
 .  .on the interval 0, 1 otherwise. By 3.1 we find, for k s 1, 2, . . . ,
1 kk . x2 uy1.t x s 2u y 1 e w u du .  .  .Hm
0
and by this, for 0 F a F 1,
1 kk . w a xq1ya . y x2 uy1.t a x q 1 y a y s 2u y 1 e w u du 3.3 .  .  .  .Hm
0
 .  .where w u has been defined by 3.2 .
Now we write the right-hand side in the following way
1 k w a xq1ya . y x2 uy1.2u y 1 e w u du .  .H
0
a 1ya1 k k y2 uy1.x2 uy1..s 2u y 1 e w u 2u y 1 e w u du, .  .  .  .H
0
0 F a F 1, k s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
 .and apply the Holder's inequality 1.8 , leading to
a 1yak . k . k .t a x q 1 y a y F t x t y .  .  .m m m
which shows the desired log-convexity property.
 .We present now the following further result for t x .m
< <THEOREM 3.2. Let a denote the determinant of order n with elementsni j
a , i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n. Theni j
a qa .i jt x q x G 0. 3.4 .  .m i j n
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 .Proof. By 3.3 the determinantal inequality is equivalent to
` a ai jx 2 uy1. x 2 uy1.i j2u y 1 e 2u y 1 e w u du G 0 .  .  .H
0 n
w xwhich is the well known Gram inequality 4, p. 45 for the function
 .  .ai x i2 uy1.f u s 2u y 1 e , i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i
 .Remark 3.1. By inequality 3.4 we can deduce some interesting partic-
 .ular results. If x s xr2, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, 3.4 reduces toi
a qa .i jt x G 0. 3.5 .  .m n
 .Moreover, for a s i y 1, 3.5 givesi
 iqjy2.t x G 0, .m n
while if a s 0 for any i s 1, 2, . . . , n we findi
t x q x G 0. .m i j
 .If we replace x in 3.4 by x r2, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, we findi i
x q xi ja qa .i jt G 0.m  /2 n
If in this inequality we put a s 0 we havei
x q xi j
t G 0. 3.6 .m  /2 n
 .In 3.5 it is interesting to consider the special case n s 2. We get
2x q xi j
t F t x t x .  .m m i m j /2
w xwhich is the result of Theorem 3 of 5 .
w xRemark 3.2. Using the known integral representation 1, p. 376
`
yx cosh m t .K x s e cosh m t dt .  .Hm
0
 .and the same arguments used in the case of I x , we find the resultsm
K x q x G 0, .m i j n
x q xi j
K G 0,m  /2 n
and other similar inequalities.
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4. GAMMA FUNCTION
w xThe classical result for the gamma function 4, p. 285
n
G x G x ??? G x G G x 4.1 .  .  .  .  .1 2 n
 .is known for x ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Since G z is a log-convex function oni
 .  .0, ` , Jensen's inequality gives 4.1 . On the other hand, as a consequence
w xof the infinite product formula 2, p. 1
`
z y1zG z s 1 q 1rn 1 q zrn , z ) 0, .  .  .
ns1
and the same arguments of Theorem 1, we also deduce
nx n
G x G x ??? G x G G x . 4.2 .  .  .  .  .1 2 n x x ??? x1 2 n
 .The equality in 4.2 occurs if and only if x s x s ??? s x . Taking into1 2 n
n naccount the relation x x ??? x F x F x , it is easy to verify that inequal-1 2 n
 .  .ity 4.2 is better than 4.1 .
 .  .If we consider the recurrence formula G z q 1 s zG z , we can write
 .4.2 in the form
n
G x q 1 G x q 1 ??? G x q 1 G G x q 1 , 4.3 .  .  .  .  .1 2 n
 .  .noting that it is better than 4.1 and so on, replacing in 4.2 x , x , . . . , x1 2 n
with x q 1, x q 1, . . . , x q 1.1 2 n
When x , x , . . . , x and nx s x q x q ??? qx are natural numbers,1 2 n 1 2 n
 .4.3 gives inequalities for factorials
nw xx ! x ! . . . x !G x! .1 2 n
Furthermore, in the case x s z, x s x q 1, i s 2, 3, . . . , n, we ob-1 i iy1
 .tain from 4.3
nn q 1
G z q 1 G z q 2 ??? G z q n G G z q , 4.4 .  .  .  . /2
 .  .  .for positive z. Using the notation z s z z q 1 ??? z q n y 1 and then
 .recurrence formula for the gamma function, 4.4 gives inequalities
nn q 1n
z z ??? z G z G G z q .  .  .  .1 2 n  /2
 .for the products  z .i
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We remark that it is possible to deduce other analogous inequalities
using the duplication formula for the gamma function.
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